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Abstract 

Increasing growth of urbanism in the third world countries has become widespread and 

pervasive. The reasons of this phenomenon wasboth population growth in last decades and 

highamount of migration from rural to urban areas. The urban land use,as an effective factor, 

is a useful way to organize different uses and achievement of sustainable urban development 

that can be responsible to future development of this organic system. Access to different 

spaces specially  schools is so important so that “fair accessibility” is one of the basic 

components of sustainable development. The present study was accomplished with the goal of 

investigating land use and sustainable urban development between the schools of Kerman. 

The research method of this study is descriptive- analytical method along with field studies 

and library studies. The results shows an inappropriate distribution of schools in Kerman. 

Therefore, according inappropriate distribution of schools of Kerman emphasizes the need to 

have a priority of land use planning matched to sustainable urban development and applying 

intraregional and intra city equality as well as appropriate use of facilities based on social 

justice are the issues through which takes the attention of urban managers to the materials of 

this article.  

Keywords:educational environment, sustainable urban development, land use, schools of 

Kerman city. 

 

Introduction 

Urbanism started from 5000 years ago. One of the main aspects in city construction is urban 

land use planning. Urban land use,is a useful way for organizing different usage and 

achieving comprehensive and sustainable development, known as responsible for future 

development of this organic system ( land use and sustainable urban development). City 

organizers and planners should pay more attention to how use the lands for better 

development of the city. 

One of the important land use in the cities that engaged the majority of people directly or 

indirectly, is educational use of it.( Shafaghi,2002.p.12). the problem of accessing educational 

spaces in the cities is so important such that the fair access of these spaces is one of basic 

components of sustainable development. Urban land use is accomplished by integrating urban 

plans. How to plan land use is different by the city’s size , type, role and use.In integrating 

urban plans, a city is divided to several regions , each region to several quarters, each quarter 

to several district, each district to several neighborhoods and finally each neighborhood to 

several residential units. Traditionally, delimitation of lands in a city was depend on various 

factors such as city’s situation, operational role, population, area, historical, political, cultural, 

social and commercial factors. Also delimitation of traditional districts of a city was based on 

domestic, ethnic, commercial and social relations and traditional cities were divided in a 

traditional way to residential unit, alley, lane, forum and  district .Nowadays the criteria of 
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urban delimitation is based on integrating urban plans according access to lands, population, 

index and central elements.  

Today city plans must be designed in a way that human index to be served as the most 

important measurement unit. Also levels , distance and regulations must be estimated 

according human index. Applying such a human index will result in hierarchy of spaces, 

connecting networks, passing free times and locating jobs in urban delimitation. 

Statement of the problem 

During the two last decades cities turned to the social and commercial centers and what is 

known as urban problems, are increasing now. (Hesamian et.al;1987.p 20). The growth of a 

phenomenon named urbanism and increasing of migration from rural areas to urban areas and 

expansion of urban areas, urban problem will be subsequently increased 

(Majnoonian;1995.p46). the notion of development meaning transformation and change, was 

along with human from his/her birth so it is not something new but we cannot call all kinds of 

changes as development, rather any type of positive and constructive change that will result in 

improvement in human life style, can be known as development (Azani;2002.p.3). 

Sustainable urban development is one of the important issues specially considered in 

worldwide thathas not been properly studied in Iran. Sustainable urban development includes 

some important issues such as population, agriculture, diversity in life style, energy 

consumption, heat, balanced use of natural resources and equal right of using natural 

resources and urban areas (Azani;2002, p 9). 

urban land use planning will investigates how to use, distribution, place-space support and 

organizing of urban activities and performances based on requirements and needs of civil 

society. As educationprocess deals with those who are able to do continuous and regular 

changes in people’s life, it needs planning for distribution of schools and moderating them 

because creating educational environments that forms educational activities and performances 

and improves index and develops its quality and quantity, is not possible unless information 

about population of students of each district and distribution of schools will be provided for 

urban programmers.Since  the goal of ministry of education is to provide a proper 

environment to mature ethical and moral virtues and enhancing commercial foundations of 

students,and educational attempts are as the basis for all developments in schools, an 

investigation of applying an appropriate way for distribution of educational activities 

environment regarding population growth of students, can be helpful in different decision 

making and programing for schools. On the other hand, the increasing population of various 

educational levels and different districts of city, compels the planners to consider population 

growth of each region or district in his/her plans for creating educationalspaces in order to 

prevent density of schools in one area or district and consequently to provide a better living 

place for citizens. If this issue will be considered in plans, it is easier for people to access all 

general and educational environments and so the problem of accessing the general 

environments will be solved.  

Between urban land uses ,educational uses are of much importance because the activities of 

ministry of education are of the most extensive and comprehensive connection to society and 

is considered as the greatest social service. Therefore the distribution of schools in Kerman 

and the role of schools in land use and sustainable development is an important issue that 

occupied researchers mind. In this study, the schools of Kerman will be investigated in terms 

of proper distribution and easy access for citizens. So the coordination of land uses ,specially 

the lands that are dedicated to educational environments, to sustainable urban development 

will be investigated.  
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Objectives of study 

This study was accomplished with the following goals: 

The overall objective of this study is the investigation of urban land use of Kerman schools 

and its role in sustainable urban development.  

The partial goals of this study are: 
- Evaluation of schools distribution in Kerman based on principles of achievement to 

sustainable urban development 

- Preparing a location plan to establish schools based on the standards of ministry of education.  

Research hypothesis  

The research hypothesis of this study areas: 
- Inappropriate distribution of schools of Kerman according to sustainable urban development 

- There is no relationship between land use planning and educational environment use.In other 

words applying Inappropriate land use planning for educational environment use. 

 

Research method 

The research method of this study is descriptive-analytical based on the practical purposes of 

the study. Examination of research hypothesis has accomplished by analysis of variance, t-

test, and Duncan test. 

Research area 

All the schools for girls and boys for primary schools, guidance school and high schools of 

districts number 1 and 2 of Kerman, in 2008 and 2009, were located by GPS device. The 

useful variables and indexes has been provided by collecting the information and data 

available in statistic and budget unit of Education Department of Kerman in the districts 

number 1 and 2, and data available from census report of housing and other statistics, and data 

available from integrative urban plans. Then these indexes were examined using case studies 

and standard normal distribution, to determine sustainability level of the city. The software 

applied in this study areSpass software for analyzing statistics andAutocad software for 

preparing plans.  

Theoretical and historical views 

At the beginning of 1970 ,when the Cocoyoc declaration about environment and development 

was mentioned, the notion of “sustainable development” was applied for the first time. 

Sustainable development on a more comprehensive meaning means conducting and proper 

use of basic , natural, financial and human resources to achieve an appropriate pattern of 

water use by applying technical tools and suitable equipmentsto eliminate the needs of today 

and future generation satisfactorily.  

The first question to be answered about planning can be why we need planning? It can be 

summarized in 2 notions as : relationship between different issues and their complexity. If the 

population was not so high and increasing and our technology didn’t t have any application in 

our life, so there was no need to a plan such that any individual could find his/her way in life. 

But as a matter of fact, population is so high and increasing, andhuman technology is so 

complex now that living without plan is not possible. certainly decisions made by society on 

the land use , will influence characteristics of that society for example decisions on design of 

streets, those who should live in society, what kind of jobs or businesses and commercial 

activities should be in the society, if natural resources of the society has been well protected, 

if different urban uses such as educational, sports and social uses of society is well designed 

and if the society is attractive enough. For sure such decisions can directly influence human 
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life and health. During the development process of any urban land, certain needs such as 

education,police force, fire station, and other social services should be considered.  

Asakereh (2010) in his thesis titled as “ review of location and presenting an optimized model 

of educational use between the schools of Shadegan” implies that increasing number of urban 

problems  and existence of various factors in choosing a proper place for schools, risen the 

need for applying new ways and computerized systems. During the last years , construction of 

schools and focusing on its quantity  and lack of attention to other factors such as choosing a 

proper place and schools neighborhood use, resulted not only in low performance of schools 

but only caused so many physical and mental disorders for the students.  

Safaee (2004) in his thesis titled as “evaluation of educational usesand location of elementary 

schools using GIS tool in the 5
th

 district of Shiraz city” states that the goal of this study is to 

find a scientific and operational way of using GIS program for locating elementary schools of 

5
th

 district of Shiraz. For this purpose, first, the existing elementary schools have been 

evaluated by some criteria such as adaptabilityof their location, independency and capacity, 

and after the comparison of different locating tools , GIS has been used for location of the 

schools within 2 steps. At the first step , delimitation of elementary schools was done using 

”Arcview” software that is a place analyst program, based on a certain beam, then the 

residential units that aren’t included in schools area were identified. At the second step the 

optimized positions of schools have been recognized by modulation the results of the 2 steps 

and using “Spatial Analyst” program for identifying those school that are inside and outside 

the area. 

Pourmohammadi and Taghipour (2010) in their article titled “evaluation of location and 

educational use of Shahrood”techniques of assessment urban land use were briefly introduced 

and educational uses of Shahrood using GIS tool were evaluated. Location patterns and space 

distribution of educational environments were the central issue of this study. The results 

showed that educational environments of Shahrood are quantitatively appropriate in 

elementary , guidance and high schools. But the quantity evaluation of distribution of 

educational environments regarding number of families in each district showed an 

inappropriate distribution of schools and also density of educational environments in the city 

center was recognized. The overall results showed that there is an important need to 

reorganize educational environments to provide equal opportunities and easy access to all 

educational environments.  

Lalehpour (2002) In his thesis titled as “ investigation of land use in urban plans  using GIS 

tool : case study of educational environments in 8
th

 district of Tehran” concluded that in 

districts of a big city like Tehran for various reasons such as increased population and lack of 

land , many uses are adjacent to each other that results in students lack of proper access to the 

educational environments and being in neighborhood of annoying uses and consequently, 

quality drop of students education. In this district, special local and physical characteristics , 

lack of educational environments and important cross connection networks caused many 

problems such as inappropriate distribution of schools in this district.  

Results 

The Municipal Organization of Kerman has started working from 1920. After about one 

century from its establishment, in the second Islamic Councils of Town and Village some 

fundamental changes were done. Now Kerman city consists of 4 districts. In the first 

integrative plan of the city in 1996, physical growth of the city was recognized as one of the 

greatest urbanproblems. Therefore, one of the major problems of Kerman is its irregular 

development and overall low urban density. So, to limit horizontal development of town and 

to increase urban density are the basic goals in development process of the city. Based on 

calculations and limitations and existing developmental trends in the city, it is predicted that 

the level of continuous development of the city to be 8000 hectares. According the last 
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integrative urban plan in 2007, it is clear that the last prediction was not accurate and 

according the last plan, the area of Kerman was increased to 14636.7 hectares. On the next 

page you can see the integrative plan and physical development of Kerman city.  

Plan no.1-Integrative urban plan of Kerman 

Reference: Integrative plan of Kerman. 2006. forth edition. Second volume 

 
 

 

The Education Department of Kerman was working under the surveillance of head 

Educational Department of Kerman Province until 1982, but after that it continued its work as 

an independent department until 1987 and in the septemberof 1982 divided into 2 districts. 

The 1th and 2th district included some towns and villages such as Koohpaye, Ghaemabad, 

Saadetabad villages and so on , as the 1th district and the 2th district included towns of 

Bagheyn, Zangiabad, Ekhtiarabad, and villages of Robat, Sadi and Sharafabad. Kerman and 

its town and villages around it includes 122,562 students and 8,000 teachers are divided into 2 

educational districts that leading these 2 districts is  a difficult task. The head Educational 

Department  of Kerman province has divided all the town and village schools of Kerman into 

2 districts that the statistics related to each district are shown in the 2 tables : 
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Table no.1- statistics related to schools, students, lands and other parameters of 1th district of Kerman city (square meters) 

Number 

of 

students 

Audio 

visual 

area 

Green 

spaces 

area 

Work 

shop 

area 

Sport 

salon 

area 

Gathering 

hall 

area 

Pray 

room 

area 

Computer 

room 

area 

Library 

area 

Laboratory 

area 

Free 

space 

area 

Floor  

area 

Level 

   of 

schools 

level number 

1545 78 246 12 20 166 71 35 32 0 5930 6559 22 Preschool 1 

3.05 4.69 0.87 0.05 2.87 3.07 0.82 1.30 0.66 0 0.84 2.84 9.86 Percentage 2 

20153 186 6596 320 63 599 1734 147 463 927 173983 52060 70 Elementary 

(plus preschool) 

3 

39.82 11.18 23.50 1.44 9.06 11.10 20.13 5.46 10.03 15.53 24.89 22.59 31 Percentage 4 

11866 439 2252 1348 56 1291 2667 624 1111 1688 174333 51408 50 Guidance 

school 

5 

23.45 26.39 8.02 6.10 8.05 23.92 30.96 23.19 24.08 28.29 24.94 22.30 22.42 Percentage 6 

16397 948 18972 19881 556 3279 3731 1872 2438 3283 314124 109536 72 High school 7 

32.40 57 67.59 90.06 80 60.77 43.32 69.59 52.86 55.02 44.94 47.53 32.28 Percentage 8 

638 12 0 514 0 60 409 12 568 68 30561 10873 9 Special education 9 

1.26 0.72 0 2.32 0 1.11 4.74 0.44 12.31 1.13 4.37 4.71 4.03 Percentage 10 

50599 1663 28066 22075 695 5395 8612 2690 4612 5966 698931 230436 223 Total 11 

 

Reference: according information expert and statistics and budget expert department of the 1th and 2th district of educational 

bureau of Kerman 
 

Table no.2- statistics related to schools, students, lands and other parameters of 1th and 2th district of Kerman city (square 

meters) 
Number 

of 

students 

Audio 

visual 

area 

Green 

spaces 

area 

Work 

shop 

area 

Sport 

salon 

area 

Gathering 

hall 

area 

Pray 

room 

area 

Computer 

room 

area 

Library 

area 

Laboratory 

area 
Free 

space 

area 

Floor  

area 

Level 

   of 

schools 

level number 

1345 0 40 54 0 0 126 30 69 64 4643 6666 28 Preschool 1 

225 0 0.78 0.59 0 0 1.22 1.11 0.92 1.01 0.86 3 9.966 Percentage 2 

26382 898 1486 306 310 2024 3230 322 805 1840 176711 70926 97 Elementary 

(plus preschool) 

3 

4417 36.56 25.26 3.35 26.1 21.79 31.51 11.96 10.77 29.16 33.01 31.95 34.51 Percentage 4 

12972 438 1231 1515 0 1284 2426 400 951 1444 122440 45123 68 Guidance 

school 

5 

2127 17.83 20.93 16.58 0 13.82 23.66 14.85 12.72 22.89 22.88 20.32 24.19 Percentage 6 

18693 1120 3124 7258 878 5675 4388 1914 5643 2942 224394 95689 83 High school 7 

3129 45.60 53.12 79.47 73.90 61.11 42.80 71.09 75.38 43.63 41.93 43.10 29.53 Percentage 8 

335 0 0 0 0 303 80 26 6 18 6904 3563 5 Special education 9 

0.56 0 0 0 0 3.26 0.78 0.96 0.8 0.28 1.29 1.60 1.77 Percentage 10 

59727 2456 5881 9133 1188 9286 10250 2692 7474 6308 535092 221967 281 Total 11 

 

Reference: according information expert and statistics and budget expert department of the 1th and 2th district of educational 

bureau of Kerman 
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According information in table 1, between all educational levels,high schools possess the 

highest percentage regarding their number, so high schools are on the top rank, then 

elementary schools , guidance schools, preschools (independent) and finally special education 

schools are placed respectively in the other ranks. Elementary schools possess the highest 

number of students, and after that high schools , guidance schools, preschools (independent) , 

special education schools respectively are placedon the other ranks. The highest floor area 

belongs to high schools thenpreschools, guidance schools and special education schools 

respectively are placed on the other ranks. The highest percentage of free space belongs to 

high schools then guidance schools, elementary schools, special education schools and 

preschools (independent) are respectively on the other ranks. High schools are on the top rank 

regarding laboratory area then guidance schools, elementary schools and special education 

schools placed respectively on the other ranks and there is no laboratory in preschools.The 

highest library area is in high schools so high schools are on top and then guidance 

schools,elementary schools, preschools and special education schools respectively placed on 

the ranks. The highest computer room area belongs to high schools and then guidance 

schools, elementary schools, preschools and special education schools respectively possess 

greatest computer room area. The greatest praying room area is in the high schools then 

guidance schools, elementary schools, special education schools and preschools place on the 

other ranks. High schools possess the highest percentage of gathering hall area and after that 

guidance schools, elementary schools, preschools and special education schools are on the 

other ranks. The highest percentage of sport salon area belongs to high schools and then 

elementary schools, guidance schools and preschools are respectively on the other ranks and 

there is no sports salon in special education schools.The greatest green space area belongs to 

high schools and after that elementary schools, guidance schools, preschoolsrespectively 

placed on the other ranks and there is no green space inspecial education schools. The highest 

percentage of audio-visual room area belongs to high schools and after that guidance schools, 

elementary schools, preschools and special education schools are respectively in the other 

ranks.  

Based on the information registered on the table.2 , elementary schools are the most 

educational center among the others and then high schools ,guidance schools, preschools and 

special education schools placed on the other ranks regarding the number of schools. 

Elementary schools possess the highest number of students and after that high schools, 

guidance schools, preschools and special education schools place on the other ranks regarding 

the number of student. The highest percentage of floor area belongs to high schools and then 

elementary schools, guidance schools, preschools and special education schools are 

respectively on the other ranks. High schools possess the highest percentage of free space , 

then elementary schools, guidance schools, preschools and special education schools placed 

respectively on the other ranks. The greatest laboratory area belongs to high schools and then 

elementary schools, guidance schools, special education schools and preschools are 

respectively on the other ranks regarding laboratory space. The highest percentage of library 

area is for high schools and then guidance schools, elementary schools, preschools and special 

education schools placed respectively on the other ranks regarding library area. High schools 

again possess the highest percentage of computer room area and is on the top rank then 

guidance schools, elementary schools, special education schools and preschools possess 

respectively are on the other ranks regarding computer room area. The highest percentage of 

praying room area belongs to high schools and then elementary schools, guidance schools, 

special education schools and preschools are respectively on the other ranks. The greatest 

gathering hall area belongs to high schools , then elementary schools, guidance schools and 

special education schools and there is no gathering hall in preschools. High schools possess 

the highest percentage of sports salon area and then elementary schools are on the second rank 
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and there is no sports salon in guidance schools, preschools andspecial education schools. The 

greatest green space area is in the high schools and then elementary schools, guidance schools 

and preschools are respectively on the other ranks and there is no green space area in special 

education schools. The highest percentage of audio-visual room area belongs to high schools 

and then elementary schools, guidance schools and preschools respectively placed on the 

other ranks and there is no audio-visual room in special education schools.  

 

Plan no.2-Distribution of elementary schools for boys in the 1th and 2th district of Kerman  

Reference: Mapping organization 

 
 

According plan number 2 , it is clear that distribution of elementary public schools for boys is 

not sustainable. In other words sustainability is not observed. For example in the circle 

number 1 with a radius of 1500 meters, there is 9 public elementary schools for boys while in 

the circle number 2 with the same radius there is only 2 schools. In circle number 3 it is clear 

that there is no public elementary schools for boys and in circle number 4 there is just one 

school. Moreover, proper access distance between these circles is not observed. As a result, 

families have to take their child/children to the schools that are located in the center of the 

town and this causes traffic jam problems in the central parts of the city. For example there is 

9 schools in circle number 1 that caused heavy traffic at closing  time of schools in the streets 

such as Shariati, Shahidbeheshti, Shahidrajaee and eghbal.  
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Plan number 3- Distribution of public elementary schools for girls in the 1th and 2th district 

of Kerman 

Reference: Mapping organization   

 
 

As it is clear in the plan number 3, sustainability is not appropriate in distribution of public 

elementary schools for girls in these districts. For example in the circle number 1 with a 

radius of 1500 meters, no school can be observed so traffic jam at the street around this area is 

heavy such as Aboozar no.1 and Aboozar no.2 streets. In the circle number 2 with the same 

radius as circle number 1, there is only one public elementary schools for girls that as a result 

the traffic jam in its adjacent street such as Modiriat,Kargar, Shahidbahonar is heavy and 

causes many problem for families. In the circle number 3 with a radius of 1500 meters it is 

observable that there is no school in that area, therefore traffic jam in Jomhooristreet and the 

other adjacent streets is high. In the circle number 4 with a radius of 1500 meters there is 

several schools that caused heavy traffic in streets such as Shariati, ShahidBeheshti, 

Shahidrajaee, Eghbal, Jahad. Moreover, access distance between all circles is not observed, so 

families have to take their child/children to the center of the town schools.  
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Plan number 4- Distribution of public guidance schools for boys in the 1th and 2th district of 

Kerman 

Reference: Mapping organization 

 
Plan number 4 shows that sustainability is not observed in distribution of public guidance 

schools for boys in these district. The circles number 1,2 and 3 with radius of 2000 meters 

shows low density in these areas that causes many problems for accessing the schools located 

in these areas. In the circle number 4 there is many schools and the distance between schools 

is not much, so these schools have a high capacity to accept students from other districts. As a 

result of such distribution of schools, traffic jam in some streets such as Emam Khomeini, 

Esteghlal, ShahidMostafa Khomeini, Ghareni square and Ahmadijunction  is heavy.  
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Plan number 5- Distribution of public guidance schools of 1th and 2th districts of Kerman  

Reference: mapping organization 

 
 

As it is clear in plan number 5, sustainability in not observed in distribution of public 

guidance schools in these districts.Circles number 1,2,3 and 4 have a low density and access 

to the schools of these areas is difficult. The same as map number 4, blank areas in map 

number 5 are border of town that causes poor families resident in border of town face many 

problems of access to the schools.  
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Plan number 6- Distribution of public high schools for boys in the 1th and 2th districts of 

Kerman 

Reference: Mapping organization 

 
According plan number 6 it is clear that sustainability is not observed in distribution of public 

high schools in these district. Circles number 1 and 2 with a radius of 2000 meters have a high 

density and cotain the most number of public high schools for boys. There is no public high 

school for boys in the circle number 3 with a radius of 3000 meters, therefore students located 

in this area face problem of access to schools. The borders of Kerman have no public high 

school for boys. In the circles no.1 and 2 there is many schools and distance between these 

schools is low, so these schools have a high capacity of accepting students from the other 

parts of city. Also distribution of public high schools for boys in these districts causes heavy 

traffic jam in the streets such as ShahidRajaee, Esteghlal, Eghbal and Shariati. 
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Plan number 7- Distribution of public high schools for girls in the 1th and 2th distric of 

Kerman 

Reference: Mapping organization 

 
 Circles number 3 and 4 with a radius of 1000 meters have a high density that contain the 

most number of public high schools for girls. The circle number 1 with a radius of 2000 

meters ,contains 2 schools and the circle number 2 contains just 1 school. In the circles 

number 3 and 4 the number of schools is high and distance between schools is slight. 

Therefore, these schools have a high capacity to accept students from the other parts of the 

city. There is no public high schools for girls in the borders of Kerman. Such an inappropriate 

distribution of public high schools for girls in Kerman caused traffic jam in some streets such 

as ShahidRajaee, Esteghlal, eghbal, Shariati and Jomhoori Boulevard.  Moreover, due to such 

a distribution some other problems is developed such as: wasting the time of students and 

families, ethical problems, increasing social misbehaviors, mental problems and so on. 

Conclusion 

Hypothesis no.1: the distribution of schools of Kerman is not matched to sustainable urban 

development. The purpose is an investigation of distribution of the schools of Kerman and 

contrastive analysis of the number of schools in the 1th and 2th districtsof Kerman regarding 

different levels and different kinds of schools.  
Table 3-T-test,variance analysis, significance level of factors such as number of schools in a given 

district, gender of students, kind of schools and level of schools of Kerman 
Education 

Level 

Kind of school gender district Factors regarding number of 

schools 

0.182 0.00 0.436 0.229 significant level 

23 22 22 26 Degrees of freedom 

 

 

According table number 3 and the results obtained from T-Test ,variance analysis and 

significant level, we can conclude that: 

There is not much significant difference in the number of schools regarding their level, district 

and gender, but the number of schools regarding their kind (public or non-public) , mutual 

effect of district and gender and level have a significant difference. For example, the 
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elementary schools for girls in the 2th district of Kerman constitute the most number of all 

schools that are signed with high and low density on the mapnumber3. This map shows that 

most of schools of Kerman are located on the center of city and there is no school in the 

border side of the city. So students from border side of the city have to go to school at the 

center of city that causes many problems for families such as ethical, social and so on 

problems that this situation is called inappropriate sustainability. Consequently it can be said 

that distribution of Kerman schools regarding location and public accessibility is not matched 

to sustainable urban development and the conclusion of this study is exactly the same as 

Asakereh (2010), Pourmohammadi (2010) and Tagipour’s research conclusion.  

Hypothesis 2: there is no relationship between land use programming and educational 

environment use of Kerman. 

According data gathered, there is variousrelationship between educational environment 

factors regarding gender of students, district of city, kind of schools and level of schools. The 

following results were obtained by T-test, variance analysis, review of significantlevel: 
Table 4- significant level and degrees of freedom of hypothesis number 1 

Education 

Level 

Kind of school gender district Factors regarding number of 

schools 

0.025 0.045 0.245 0.024 significant level 

23 22 22 26 Degrees of freedom 

 

The results shows that the different levels of district, kind of school and education level have 

make a significant difference in the educational environment factor, in other words they have 

an effect on the factor of educational environment, but gender of students doesn’t have any 

effect on this factor, in other words the factor of educational environment including floor area, 

free space area, laboratory area, library area, computer room area, praying room area, 

gathering hall area, workshop area, green space area and audio-visual area is not affected by 

different district, kind of school and education level. It can be said that the average of factor 

of educational environment in the 1th and 2th district and various educational levels is 

different. This factor is in highest point for the high schools of 1th district and the lowest 

point for the elementary schools of 2th district. Also it was shown that the factor of 

educational environment is not equal in different levels and different districts. As Duncan test 

and significant level review implies, elementary schools and guidance schools are the same 

regarding amount of educational environment, but high schools have a significant level and 

possess a higher educational environment compared to elementary and guidance schools.    

 

 

 

So we can conclude that there is no relationship between educational environment use and 

urban land use programming in Kerman and this conclusion is the same as Lalepour’s (2002) 

research conclusion. 

According calculations and findings of the study we can conclude that: 

In terms of number of students and its percentage, elementary schools are in the first stage and 

then high schools, guidance schools, preschools and special education schools respectively 

place in other ranks.  

Duncan test subgroup 

1 2 

Elementary school 

guidance schools 

high school 

significant level 

-0.3172409 

-0.1553702 

 

0.583 

 

 

0.6849873 

1.000 
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According data, special education schools have the greatest floor area and free space 

regarding the number of students and then high schools, guidance schools, preschools and 

elementary schools respectively place In the other ranks that such a ranking is not based on 

urban planning standards and causes unsustainability.  

According maps, distribution of schools is not appropriate in Kerman because most of schools 

located in center of city that is so crowded and families face many problems for access to the 

schools. From the other side the lack of enough schools in border sides of city, forced people 

living there specially families with low income to take their child/children to the border side 

schools that it causes shift of schools in the border side of city. So such and distribution of 

schools is not fair in the educational system.  

Using plans prepared from the whole of city and the 2 districts, it was shown that there is not 

much difference between the 2 districts in terms of determined space of schools, but a total 

review of accessibility factor shows that in many free spaces of both districts there is no 

school that is the reason of inappropriate relationship between educational environment use 

and urban land se programming. Based on existing standards, access to elementary schools 

must be 500 to 700 meters, to guidance schools must be 1500 meters and to high schools must 

be 2000 meters. According these standards if students pass more than above said distance to 

access the schools, they will certainly face many problems. After the investigation of different 

school plans of Kerman it was found that the standard distance of schools is not observed in 

many places of city and so urban land use is not appropriate.  

In the maps prepared by the researcher, there is some circles on the maps that shows that most 

of all schools( about two-thirds)in the city are located in a small area, while a huge area of the 

city is remained without school.  

The difference between 1th and 2th districts of educational bureau was observed in terms of 

educational environments and the related parameters ( floor area, free space area, library 

space area…..) and it was proved that the 1th district has a better condition compared to 2th 

district in terms of free space and floor area. It was also proved that there is difference 

between educational levels in terms of space and facilities, so high schools have the best 

condition compared to other educational levels ( guidance schools, elementary schools,…….). 

Suggestions 

Educational uses specially schools are one of the important uses in cities and most of people 

are engaged to them. The following solutions can be useful in educational uses (schools) in 

Kerman: 

During the years of 1986, 1996,2006 Kerman had a considerable population growth and 

consequently the number of students has been increased that shows an urgent need to increase 

educational spaces and elimination of low educational environment to have an appropriate 

urban sustainability. So the problem of low educational environment must be solved in both 

districts of educational bureau so that students and their families have an easy and secure 

access to the schools.  

The irregular expansion of Kerman area caused using inappropriate standards and index for 

urban land use. As need to urban infrastructures, mental comfort and peace of mind for 

establishment of social justice is one of the main rules of sustainable development so the 

urban managers should pay more attention to provide a better urbaninfrastructures such as 

educational environment infrastructures specially schools for people in Kerman. 

It is suggested that the managers of the two districts with mutual agreement suggest to 

Planning Committee of Province to use school construction quota for constructing new 

schools in other districts of Kerman.  

As the high number of students in 1th and 2th districts of Educational Bureau of Kerman 

(122562 students) and high number of employees working for Educational Bureau including 

employed and retired ones, and that Educational Bureau covers many town and villages, 
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working in these 2 districts is so hard and surveillance of them is exhausting. So it is 

suggested that Educational Department create another district as district number 3 to do its job 

in a better and more careful way.  
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